Semi-supervised learning (SSL) uses unlabeled data for training and has been shown to greatly improve performances when compared to a supervised approach on the labeled data available. This claim depends both on the amount of labeled data available and on the algorithm used. In this paper, we compute analytically the gap between the best fully-supervised approach on labeled data and the best semi-supervised approach using both labeled and unlabeled data, in a simple high-dimensional Gaussian mixture model. We quantify the best possible increase in performance obtained thanks to the unlabeled data, i.e. we compute the accuracy increase due to the information contained in the unlabeled data.
INTRODUCTION
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) has proven to be a powerful paradigm for leveraging unlabeled data to mitigate the reliance on large labeled datasets. The goal of SSL is to leverage large amounts of unlabeled data to improve the performance of supervised learning over small datasets.
For unlabeled examples to be informative, assumption has to be made. The cluster assumption states that if two samples belong to the same cluster in the input distribution, then they are likely to belong to the same class. The cluster assumption is the same as the low-density separation assumption: the decision boundary should lie in the low-density region.
In this paper, we explore analytically the simplest possible parametric model for the cluster assumption: the two clusters are modeled by mixture of Gaussians in high dimension so that the optimal decision boundary is a hyperplane. Our model can be seen as a classification problem in a semi-supervised setting. Our aim here is to define a model simple enough to be mathematically tractable while being practically relevant and capturing the main properties of a high-dimensional statistical inference problem.
Our model has three parameters: the high-dimensionality of the data is captured by α the ratio of the number of samples divided by the ambient dimension; the fraction of labeled data point η and the amount of overlap between the clusters σ 2 . As a function of these three parameters, we compute the best possible accuracy (the Bayes risk) when only labeled data are used or when unlabeled data are also used. As a result, we obtain the added value due to the unlabeled data for the best possible algorithm. In particular, we observe a very clear diminishing return of the labeled data, i.e. the first labeled data points bring much more information than the last ones. Hence the regime with very few labeled data points is a priori a regime favorable to SSL. But in this case, we face in practice the problem of small validation sets [15] which makes hyperparameter tuning impossible.
We find that the range of parameters for which SSL clearly outperforms either unsupervised learning or supervised learning on the labeled data is rather narrow. In a case with large overlap (σ 2 → ∞) between the clusters, unsupervised learning fails and supervised learning on the labeled data is almost optimal. In a case with small overlap (σ 2 → 0) between the clusters, unsupervised learning achieves performances very close to supervised learning with all labels available and supervised learning on the labeled dataset only fails.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our model and the main result is presented in Section 2. Related work is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we give an heuristic derivation of the main results.
MODEL AND MAIN RESULTS
We now define our classification problem with two classes. The points Y 1 , . . . , Y N of the dataset are in R D and given by the following process:
∼ N (0, Id D ) are all independent. In words, the dataset is composed of N points in R D divided into two classes with roughly equal sizes. The points with label V j = +1 are centered around +U ∈ R D and the points with label V j = −1 are centered around −U ∈ R D . The parameter σ controls the level of Gaussian noise around these centers.
In a semi-supervised setting, the statistician has access to some labels. We consider a case where each label is revealed with probability η ∈ [0, 1] independently of everything else. To fix notation, the side information is given by the following process:
If S j = 0, then the label of the j-th data point is unknown whereas if S j = ±1, it corresponds to the label of the j-th data point. Finally, we consider the high-dimensional setting and all our results will be in a regime where N, D → ∞ while the ratio N/D tends to a constant α > 0.
The task of the statistician is to use the dataset (Y , S) in order to make a prediction about the label of a new (unseen) data point. We assume that the statistician knows the priors, i.e. the distributions of U , V , S and Z. More formally, we define:
. We are interested in the minimal achievable error in our model, i.e. the Bayes risk:
where the infimum is taken over all estimators (measurable functions of Y , S, Y new ).
Oracle risk
Assume that the statistician knows the center of the clusters, i.e. has access to the "oracle" vector U . Then the best classification error would be achieved thanks to the simple thresholding rule sign( U , Y new ), where ., . denotes the Euclidean dot product. In this case, the risk is given by:
where Φ is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function. We have of course R oracle ≤ R * D (η).
Fully supervised case
Another instructive and simple case is the supervised case where η = 1. Since all the V j 's are known, we can assume wlog that they are all equal to one (multiply each Y j by V j ). More importantly, if we slightly modify the distribution of U by taking U = (U 1 , . . . U D )
∼ N (0, 1/D), this will not change the results for our model and makes the analysis easier by decorrelating each component. Indeed, denote by Y j (resp. Z j ) the first component of Y j (resp. Z j ) and by U 1 the first component of U . Then we have N scalar noisy observations of the first component of U : Y j = U 1 +σZ j for 1 ≤ j ≤ N , so that we can construct an estimate for U 1 by taking the average of the observations. We get:
Doing this for each component of U , we get an estimate of the vector U and we now use it to get an estimate of
Our main result will actually show that estimating V new with the sign of Y new , Y is optimal so that we get:
Main result
Before stating our main result we need to introduce some notations. Let P be a probability distributions over R that has finite second moment. Given (X, Z) ∼ P ⊗ N (0, 1) and r ≥ 0 we consider the observation Y = √ rX + Z. We define i P (r) = I(X; Y ) and mmse P (r) = E (X − E[X|Y ]) 2 , respectively the mutual information between the signal X and the observation Y , and the minimal mean square error for estimating X given Y . These two quantities are linked by the I-MMSE relation [8] : i P (r) = 1 2 mmse P (r).
(1) The function f α,σ,η admits a unique minimizer q * (α, σ, η) on [0, 1) and
We present in Section 4 an heuristic derivation of Theorem 1, while we defer the proof to the full version of this paper. We illustrate now on Figure 1 On Figure 1 , we clearly see that the first labeled data points (i.e. when η is small) decreases greatly the risk of semi-supervised learning. This corresponds to the diminishing return of the labeled data. On Figure 2 , we see that in the high-noise regime, unsupervised learning fails and that its risk decreases as soon as σ 2 < 1. This phenomena is known as the BBP phase transition [1, 2, 16] . We see that below this transition, the unlabeled data are of little help as the performance of SSL almost match the performance of supervised learning on labeled data only. Moreover after the transition, unsupervised learning reaches quite quickly the performance of SSL. In other words, the regime most favorable to SSL in term of noise corresponds precisely to the regime around the BBP phase transition where unsupervised learning is still not very good while supervised learning on labeled data saturates.
RELATED WORK
The unsupervised version of our problem is the standard Gaussian mixture model used in statistics [7] . In the regime considered here (dimension and number of samples tending to infinity), there are a number of recent works dealing with the clustering problem of Gaussian mixtures. However, a large part of them considers scenarios where α → ∞ or σ → 0, see for instance [14] . In the regime where α = O(1) i.e. where the number of observations is proportional to the dimension, spectral clustering has been extensively studied. In this regime it is known that the leading eigenvector of the sample covariance matrix encounters a phase transition [1, 2, 16] : there exists a critical value of the noise intensity below which the leading eigenvector starts to be correlated with the centers of the clusters.
Using exact but non-rigorous methods from statistical physics, [4, 9, 10] determines the critical values for α and σ at which it becomes information-theoretically possible to reconstruct the membership into clusters better than chance. Rigorous results on this model are given in [3] where bounds on the critical values are obtained. The precises thresholds were then determined in [13] . Our analysis builds on the techniques derived in this last reference with two main modifications: additional work is required to compute the classification accuracy (as opposed to the mean squared error) and to incorporate the side information.
To the best of our knowledge, there are much fewer theoretical works dealing with a semi-supervised setting.
[5] studies a mixture model where the estimation problem is essentially reduced to the one of estimating the mixing parameter and shows that the information content of unlabeled examples decreases as classes overlap. More closely related to our work, [6] provides the first information theoretic tight analysis for inference of latent community structure given a dense graph along with high dimensional node covariates, correlated with the same latent communities. [11] studies a class of graph-oriented semi-supervised learning algorithms in the limit of large and numerous data similar to our setting.
HEURISTIC DERIVATION OF THE MAIN RESULT
We present now an heuristic derivation of our results, based on the "cavity method" [12] from statistical physics. Let s u = E[U |Y , S] and s v = E[V |Y , S] be the optimal estimators (in term of mean squared error) for estimating U and V . A natural hypothesis is to assume that the correlation s u, U converges as N, D → ∞ to some deterministic limit q * u ∈ [0, 1] and that 1
is the orthogonal projection (in L 2 sense) of the random vector U onto the subspace of Y , S-measurable random variables. The L 2 norm squared of the projection s u is equal to the scalar product of the vector U with its projection s u: E s u 2 = E s u, U . Assuming that s u 2 also admits a deterministic limit, this limits is then equal to q * u . We get for large N and D, s
We will show below that q * u and q * v obey some fixed points equations that allow to determine them.
As seen above, if we aim at estimating a label V i that we did not observe (i.e. S i = 0) given Y , S and the "oracle" U , we compute the sufficient statistic σN (0, 1) . The estimator that minimizes the probability of error P
The one that minimizes the mean squared error (MSE)
where mmse v is defined in Section 2.3. In the case where we do not have access to the oracle U , one can still use s u as a proxy. We repeat the same procedure assuming that s u, Y i is a sufficient statistic for estimating V i . Although this is not strictly true, we shall see, that this leads to the correct fixed points equations for q * u , q * v . Compute
The posterior mean s u is not expected to depend much on the particular point Y i and therefore on Z i . This gives that the random vectors s u and Z i are approximately independent. Hence the distribution of s u, Z i is roughly N (0, q * u ), we recall that s
in law, where Z ∼ N (0, 1). The best (in terms of MSE) estimator v i one can then constructs using s u, Y i achieves a MSE of
We assumed that s u, Y i is a sufficient statistic for esti-
. Doing the same reasoning with s u instead of s v leads to 1 − q * u = mmse N (0,1) (αq * v /σ 2 ), where mmse N (0,1) (γ) is defined in Section 2.3. It is wellknown that: mmse N (0,1) (γ) = 1 1 + γ .
We conclude that (q * u , q * v ) satisfies the following fixed point equations:
Recall that by the "I-MMSE" Theorem from [8] , i v is related to mmse v :
i v (γ) = mmse v (γ).
Let us compute the derivative of f α,σ,η defined by (1), using (6):
Using (4)-(5), one verifies easily that f α,σ,η (q * u ) = 0. One can verify that f α,σ,η admits a unique critical point on [0, 1) which is its unique minimizer: q * u is therefore the minimizer of f α,σ,η .
If we now want to estimate V new from Y , S and Y new we assume, as above that s u, Y new is a sufficient statistic. As for (3), we have
hence R * D (η) = P(V new = v) 1 − Φ( q * u /σ), which is the statement of our main Theorem 1 above.
